A vector space equipped with an indefinite inner product is investigated. Selfpolar norms on the space are studied and an operator description for quadratic selfpolar norms is developed when the space allows a Hilbert space topology making the indefinite inner product continuous. The selfpolar norms corresponding to a quasi-decomposition of the space are characterised in terms of the operator description and sufficient conditions for topological equivalence are given.
A norm p on an indefinite inner product space (3? , < • | -» is said to be selfpolar if (1.1) p(x)= sup |<x|y>l,
p(y)^i
The concept of a selfpolar norm on an indefinite inner product space is the analogue to the canonical norm (1.2) T(x) = <x|*y/ 2 , XE^9 on a pre-Hilbert space. Indeed, if < • | • > is positive definite, the norm i defined in equation (1.2) is the unique selfpolar norm on (^, <•!•>)• When < • | • > is indefinite, no canonical norm is available but selfpolar norms can still be found.
However, the uniqueness disappears and selfpolar norms can be non-equivalent. In this paper we propose an operator description of quadratic selfpolar norms when 3? allows a Hilbert space topology making < • | • > continuous. Selfpolar norms inducing a quasi-decomposition of $P are studied and characterized in terms of the operator description and sufficient conditions for topological equivalence are given. Finally a number of examples are studied in order to demonstrate the variety of selfpolar norms.
A norm p on an indefinite inner product space (<%? , < • | • » is said to be a partial majorant if the form < • | • > is separately continuous in the topology induced by p and a majorant if < • | • > is jointly continuous. It follows from Banach-Steinhaus' Theorem that a complete partial majorant is a majorant.
If p is a partial majorant, then for each XE3F there is a constant e(x)>0 such that (1.3) \<x\yy\gc(x)p(y) 9 which ensures that the dual norm p r defined by thus p is a majorant. Furthermore p is minimal among norms satisfying (1.7). If conversely p is a majorant and therefore satisfies (1.6) for some constant c>0, Aronszajn has shown [1] , that there exists a selfpolar norm p s such that ( where T is a positive, bounded operator on
Since p is a norm T does not have 0 as an eigenvalue. The unicity of a positive T satisfying (2.20) follows from the polarisation identity. The mapping
is continuous which shows that rjje c: D^T" 
Then p i and p 2 are equivalent if and only if R(T 1 )=R(T 2 ).
Proof. Let T be a positive, bounded operator on («#% ( • | •)) which does not have 0 as an eigenvalue and let p be the norm defined by p(x)= \\Tx\\, x We first show that x e R(T) if and only if there is a constant c ^ 0 such that
Indeed, since T" 1 
is selfadjoint, xeD(T~1)=R(T) if and only if the map D(T~l)
az^ (T~1z|x) and let p be the norm on 3? with its unit ball as described in Figure 1 . It is not Figure 1 difficult to verify that p is selfpolar, but p is not quadratic. Q.E.D.
The auxiliary operators T, S and F depend on the choice of the positive definite inner product ( • | • ) which although not unique will be kept fixed throughout this section unless otherwise stated.
Let p be a quadratic selfpolar norm on 3?. We set 
We have that
(ii) j=r*, Proof. Let j; e JT and assume <}; | j> =0. We have in the intrinsic topology. Then (3.14) <a|y> = lim<Px II |j;> hence a = 0. This shows that P is closable. Since the domain of P is ^f we conclude that P is closed and continuous. The second statement of the lemma follows from the first. Q. E. D. Comparison of equation (3.16) and equation (3.4) shows that the given subspaces ^+ and 3F~ in Theorem 3.8 coincide with the definite subspaces occuring in Proposition 3.3 corresponding to the quadratic selfpolar norm p given by equation (3.15) . We can therefore rewrite equation (3.15) as (3.24) where J is the closed involution defined in equation (3.7). Q. E. D. We first show that {ZE@ | Sz = z} is dense in the nullspace N(S -1). Let :: 0 e N(S-1) and assume A similar argument shows that (^f ~) 1 = jf + , hence condition (ii) is satisfied.
To verify condition (iv) take x e Jf and j; e «^? ± . Then Let p be a decomposition norm, then J is continuous and F is closable. In particular (3.32) f = J* which shows that F is continuous. If on the other hand F is continuous, then so is J = T*. Furthermore F is closable such that p is a quasi-decomposition norm according to (i). We recall that a quasi-decomposition norm p for which J is continuous is a decomposition norm.
Q. E. D.
It can happen that the involution J corresponding to a quadratic selfpolar norm p is continuous without being densely defined. A straightforward computation shows that p A is a quasi-decomposition norm with corresponding quasi-decomposition ,+v^*-.
for n e Z 0 and x e J^, forneZ 0 and x e R(T\/ 2 ).
Let for r e [1, 2] and N e ]V the vector x(r, N)eJf be given by , 0, 7i<0, can be defined everywhere in ^f . It is easily shown that the topology on Jf induced by the norm p'j is independent of the choice of Hilbert space structure on Jf and we will denote this topology by i(p). 
It follows that
The notion of a decomposition norm can be defined on any indefinite inner product space (,#% < • | • » and has been studied for some time. Proposition 4.1 is due to G. Wittstock [5] , who obtains the result under the weaker condition that 3? allows a Banach space topology making < • | • > jointly continuous. The proof presented here is an adaptation to the language of this article of a proof given in a non-published work of H. Araki, J. Woods and the author, Due to J?=l, f = l, 2 we obtain that both decomposition equivalence and strong decomposition equivalence are equivalence relations in the set of quasidecomposition norms on (^, <•!•». n + x -n) > neZ 0 , (J 3 x) n = (sign n)(2x n + V^-»)» n e Z 0 .
We observe that J x is continuous while 
